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Figure 1: Location of the four walked, topographic beach profiles, used for the analysis of long-term rates
of change herein
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1. Introduction
The Easton Bavents coastline, north of Southwold in Suffolk, has experienced a long term erosional
trend. The coastline consists of a mix of Soft Sandstone cliffs, sand and shingle mixed beaches, and two
brackish lagoons with barrier beaches Easton Broad. Within the last decade, 5 cliff top dwellings have
been demolished, due to the progressive erosion of ‘Easton Cliffs’, at a purported average rate of
3m/year since 1945. The beach volume in front of the cliffs has not been great enough to naturally
defend the soft, sedimentary cliffs from wave action. This report aims to quantify the average rate of
erosion at Easton Bavents, over longer vs shorter temporal ranges, using the Anglian Coastal Monitoring
Programme’s (ACMP) archive of topographic data. The report will also use LiDAR data, collected and
processes by the Environment Agency (EA) to depict the spatial changes.

2. Methods
‘Trend’ is the umbrella term for the over-riding pattern of beach behaviour, the rate and direction of
coastal change along a frontage. The coastal trends for the area of Easton Bavents has been established
through a combination of walked topographic survey data and airborne LiDAR data. The annual
topographic surveys date back to 1992, so provide a means of calculating the temporal rates of change.
LiDAR data has been collected since the 2011/12 winter season and is ‘spatially continuous’ data, covering
a greater extent than the walked transects. A comparison of LiDAR images elucidates the spatial variation
of change in this area.

2.1 LiDAR
LiDAR data has been routinely collected along the frontage during successive winter seasons, between
the 2011/12 and 2020/21. It has a spatial resolution of 1m, this means that each pixel value represents
the elevation from one square meter of land. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was produced from this
data and water masked; removing water which would give a false height reading. Further systematic error
was corrected using readings for multiple years on flat surfaces where elevation change is highly unlikely
(e.g., Car parks, roads etc). This report defined analysis extents for the LiDAR to prevent the risk of
comparing ‘no data’ values with measured values, which would falsely suggest change. The landward
extent
of
analysis
is the current cliff line, digitised using aerial photography from summer 2020. For the area surrounding
the broad, this is the extent of the data captured. The seaward extent of analysis is the Mean Low Water
Spring (MLWS) level.
The process of pixel-based analysis is demonstrated in Figure 2. Each pixel value from InRas2 (the earlier
LiDAR image) is subtracted from the corresponding pixel value from InRas1 (the later LiDAR image) to
produce a continuous surface of change values (OutRas).
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2.2 Topographic Survey
The four topographic profiles, shown on figure 1, have been selected for this analysis based on their
proximity to the area of interest and the longevity of survey data. These profiles have generally been
surveyed twice a year, in winter and summer, but there are exceptions to this pattern due to changes
in programming or operational reasons, such as access or safety issues. The position of the following
tidal contours have been utilised, as known reference levels, to identify the changes in their position
over time:
•
•
•
•

Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT)
Mean High Water Spring (MHWS)
Mean Sea Level (MSL)
Mean Low Water Spring (MLWS)

This type of ‘analysis by level’ is used to quantify rates and directions of change, i.e. beach growth
(narrowing) and seaward (landward) movement of the tidal contours indicates an accretionary
(erosional) tend. Plotting the topographic data collected on foot, with these tidal contours, also
conveys the changing beach morphology.

3. Results
The results from analysis of the topographic data (walked profiles and LiDAR) using GIS, is presented
herein. The figures used to depict the results are offered with tabulated data and light interpretation.

3.1 LiDAR analysis
When the earliest LiDAR image (2012) is subtracted from the most recent one (2021), see figure 3, the
extent of cliff erosion is immediately obvious. The darkest and thickest section of the coloured map, figure
3, covers the area of greatest loss, ~200m north and south of Easton Lane. The whole length of beach in
front of the cliffs also shows a consistent loss of elevation of between 1m and 3m, over the 9 year interval.
The colour changes on the foreshore show that the upper beach has depleted more than the lower beach.
It appears that the loss of material from the cliff’s sediment budget has not been gained by the beach’s
sediment budget. The beach is not wide enough to prevent sediment entrainment and transportation
during high sea level and oblique wave approaches. Human led interventions, and the coastal defences of
north Southwold appear to have slightly reduced the losses along the southern section of cliff, compared
to the central section around S018.
Figure 4 is another LiDAR difference image, centred on Easton Broad, still showing elevation change
between 2012 and 2021 but at a larger scale. Figure 4 depicts accretion along the upper, barrier beach in
front of the broad and this is laterally continuous for ~200m to the north. This accretionary landform is a
mixed sand and gravel berm. In patches it has grown by ~2m over the 9 year interval of monitoring. To
seaward of this feature, between profiles EB006 and S017, the intertidal foreshore shows a localised
lowering, in a pattern of concentric ovals, with a maximum loss of 2m near the low water mark. The
foreshore has steepened here. This drawn-down area may be related to a change in the drainage of the
Broad, through the barrier beach. South of profile S017, the severely erosive trends evident in Figure 3
prevail. The red colour that indicates erosion seen around the broad and behind the backshore accretion
is likely to be vegetation change rather than anything geomorphological. Non-filtered LiDAR data was used
herein. Figure 4 also shows a distinct line of significant accretion, just north of S017. This accretion is
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associated with a straight, man-made channel from the Broad Outfall to the beach which appears to be
infilling with sediment, whilst other routes to the sea are being scoured.
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Figure 3. Lidar derived elevation difference 2011/12 - 2020/21
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Figure 1. Lidar derived elevation difference, Easton Bavents Outfall 2011/12 - 2020/21

3.2 Topographic analysis
The analysis of all four topographic transects unanimously agrees that the long-term average trend over
the frontage is one of steady and continuous erosion (see Figures 6, 7 8 & 9). The average rate of erosion
increases from the north to south, as seen in Figure 5, where the two northern profiles (S016 and EB006)
show mean rates between 1.7m/yr and 2.8m/yr, compared to the southern profiles (S017 and S018) with
rates of between 3m/yr and 4m/yr. There is less confidence in the mean change values for MLWS as this
level is rarely surveyed due to tidal constraints.
The beach does not appear to change gradient, i.e., be steepening or widening. This is indicated by the
gaps between levels for each year remaining similar over time. Some sudden spikes in erosion are evident
in each transect, but are not ubiquitous to them all, such as in the winter survey data from 1997 (1997 –
W) shown in Figure 8. Beach levels appear to recover after such events; however, the long-term trend of
steady erosion prevails.
Table 1: Tabulated data summary of analysis by level.
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Above: Figure 5. Positional trends graph for S016

Below: Figure 6. Positional trends graph for EB006
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Above: Figure 7. Positional trends graph for S017

Below: Figure 8. Positional trends graph for S018
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4. Summary
The positional trends graphs in figures 6 to 9 all convey that the winter survey does not consistently yield
the most negative (erosional) changes to the beach. The summer survey is often the time when the
sharpest spikes in erosion are recorded. Therefore, the beach at Easton Bavents, is not behaving with
consistent seasonal characteristic lowering in winter and recovering in summer. The standard deviation
values in Figure 5, are all >6, which supports the observation that beach trends, between surveys,
fluctuate between erosion and accretion, more than the ‘mean change’ metric infers. The pattern of
changes seem more driven by episodic, hydrodynamic forcing, such as a high sea water level or wave
energy events. During these episodes of longer wave run-up, and beach drawdown, the cliffs come under
wave attack and are unstable. The losses incurred in these events are somewhat balanced during
proceeding periods of beach recovery, but the cliffs cannot be rebuilt, and the beach gains rarely exceed
the losses, hence the overriding negative trend across all profiles.
Profile S018, seaward of Easton Lane, has the greatest loss over the long term with 100m of loss in the
position of the tidal contours above MSL, and -67m below. This transect also offers the highest rates of
average beach erosion with -4m above MSL and -5m below. This exceeds the long-term rates of erosion
often reported in the media; however, this statistic is based on data from the foreshore, opposed to the
cliffs. The LiDAR data indicates that cliffs have indeed continued to recede at approximately 2-3m/yr. The
graph in figure 9 shows a sharper decrease in chainage positions at all contour levels since 2010, meaning
the rate of negative change has accelerated slightly here, in the last decade.
From the LiDAR data we glean that there is nearly a kilometre stretch of severe (>5m loss) cliff erosion
and that the most extreme cliff recession has centred around transect S018. This is where the homes have
been demolished, and others will be threatened in future. As an exception to the general picture of
erosion, the larger scale LiDAR image does show the growth of a berm to the north of the outfall and in
front of Easton Broad.
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